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Fission and Properties of Neutron-rich Nuclei
2003

presenting more than 100 papers devoted to the understanding of fission processes and neutron
rich nuclei this book covers all forms of fission from spontaneous fission of 252cf to high energy
fragmentation together with studies on properties of neutron rich nuclei and astrophysics the
book also features new experimental techniques directions and the emerging new radioactive
beam facilities

Nuclear Fission and Neutron-Induced Fission Cross-
Sections
2013-10-22

nuclear fission and neutron induced fission cross sections is the first volume in a series on
neutron physics and nuclear data in science and technology this volume serves the purpose of
providing a thorough description of the many facets of neutron physics in different fields of
nuclear applications this book also attempts to bridge the communication gap between experts
involved in the experimental and theoretical studies of nuclear properties and those involved in
the technological applications of nuclear data this publication will be invaluable to those
interested in studying nuclear fission and neutron induced fission cross sections as well as other
relevant concepts

Fission and Properties of Neutron-Rich Nuclei -
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference
2008

these proceedings are the fourth in the series of international conferences covering fission and
properties of neutron rich nuclei which are at the forefront of nuclear structure research the time
interval of 5 years between each conference allows for significant new results to be achieved
recently world leaders in theory and experiments in research and the development of new
facilities for research presented their latest results in areas such as synthesis of superheavy
elements new facilities for and recent results with radioactive ion beams structure of neutron
rich nuclei nuclear fission process fission yields and nuclear astrophysics this book is a major
source of the latest research in these areas and plans for the future the conference brought
together a unique group of over 100 speakers including the directors of the major nuclear
laboratories in canada france germany japan russia and the us along with leading research
scientists from around the world
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Fission and Properties of Neutron-Rich Nuclei
2013-09-16

these proceedings are the fifth in the series of international conferences covering fission and
properties of neutron rich nuclei which are at the forefront of nuclear research the time interval
of 5 years between each conference allows for significant new results to be achieved recently
world leaders in theory and experiments in research and the development of new facilities for
research presented their latest results in areas such as synthesis of superheavy elements new
facilities for and recent results with radioactive ion beams structure of neutron rich nuclei
nuclear fission process fission yields and nuclear astrophysics this book is a major source of the
latest research in these areas and plans for the future the conference brought together a unique
group of over 100 speakers including leaders from the major nuclear laboratories in canada
china france finland germany italy japan russia switerzland and the us along with leading
research scientists from around the world contents opening sessionnuclear structure iradioactive
ion beamsnuclear momentsnuclear massesnuclear structure fissionexperiments and theory of
superheavy elementsnuclear structure iifissionnuclear structure iiigeneral interestnuclear
astrophysics structurefission theorynuclear structure theoryposters readership advanced
undergraduates and graduate students and physicists working in the field of nuclear physics
keywords fission neutron rich nuclei nuclear structure superheavy elements radioactive ion
beam nuclear mass

Energy from the Nucleus
2016-08-11

nuclear energy is important both as a very large energy resource and as a source of carbon free
energy however incidents such as the fukashima daiichi nuclear disaster 2011 the chernobyl
disaster 1986 and the three mile island accident 1979 have cast doubts on the future of nuclear
fission as a major player in the future energy mix this volume provides an excellent overview of
the current situation regarding nuclear fission as well as a description of the enormous potential
advantages offered by nuclear fusion including an essentially unlimited fuel supply with minimal
environmental impact energy from the nucleus focuses on the two main approaches to
producing energy from the nucleus fission and fusion the chapters on nuclear fission cover the
status of current and future generations of reactors as well as new safety requirements and the
environmental impact of electricity production from nuclear fission the chapters on nuclear
fusion discuss both inertial confinement fusion and magnetic confinement fusion including the
new international fusion test facility iter the expertise of the authors who are active participants
in the respective technologies ensures that the information provided is both reliable and current
their views will no doubt enlighten our understanding of the future of energy from the nucleus
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Energy from Nuclear Fission
2016-06-18

this book provides an overview on nuclear physics and energy production from nuclear fission it
serves as a readable and reliable source of information for anyone who wants to have a well
balanced opinion about exploitation of nuclear fission in power plants the text is divided into two
parts the first covers the basics of nuclear forces and properties of nuclei nuclear collisions
nuclear stability radioactivity and provides a detailed discussion of nuclear fission and relevant
topics in its application to energy production the second part covers the basic technical aspects
of nuclear fission reactors nuclear fuel cycle and resources safety safeguards and radioactive
waste management the book also contains a discussion of the biological effects of nuclear
radiation and of radiation protection and a summary of the ten most relevant nuclear accidents
the book is suitable for undergraduates in physics nuclear engineering and other science
subjects however the mathematics is kept at a level that can be easily followed by wider circles
of readers the addition of solved problems strategically placed throughout the text and the
collections of problems at the end of the chapters allow readers to appreciate the quantitative
aspects of various phenomena and processes many illustrations and graphs effectively
supplement the text and help visualising specific points

Conference on Nuclear Fission and Radiochemical
Research Associated with Nuclear Reactors, June 14-15,
1949
1949

the aim of the danf conference was to present and discuss new theoretical and experimental
results in the field of nuclear fission dynamics the conference program was designed to cover a
wide range of physical phenomena including spontaneous and induced fission at low and
intermediate energies and fragmentation of hot nuclei among the topics discussed at the
conference were the development of various theories experiments on the synthesis of
superheavy elements fusion fission processes and the decay of complex nuclear systems binary
and ternary fission nuclear structure of neutron rich nuclei and the peculiarities of exotic nuclear
reactions attention was also paid to the recent progress in developing radioactive ion beam
facilities the development of new methods was also on the conference agenda

Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Dynamical Aspects of Nuclear Fission
2002

the aim of the danf conference was to present and discuss new theoretical and experimental
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results in the field of nuclear fission dynamics the conference program was designed to cover a
wide range of physical phenomena including spontaneous and induced fission at low and
intermediate energies and fragmentation of hot nuclei among the topics discussed at the
conference were the development of various theories experiments on the synthesis of
superheavy elements fusion fission processes and the decay of complex nuclear systems binary
and ternary fission nuclear structure of neutron rich nuclei and the peculiarities of exotic nuclear
reactions attention was also paid to the recent progress in developing radioactive ion beam
facilities the development of new methods was also on the conference agenda contents
production and decay of superheavy elements m g itkis et al nuclear structure in the superheavy
region j a maruhn fission time distributions in fusion fission reactions v a rubchenya et al
excitation of fragment rotational states in cold fission misicu d s delion gamma ray emission in
fission and quasifission of heavy and superheavy elements l krupa et al on fission fragment de
excitation at scission point v a kalinin et al uncommon modes of particle accompanied fission m
mutterer et al on particle stability of very neutron rich o isotopes Š gmuca j leja studies of
reaction dynamics in the fermi energy domain m veselsky et al dribs ii a source of radioactive
nuclei o szöllös et al advanced analysis of multidimensional experimental nuclear data m
morhác et al and other papers readership graduate students and researchers in nuclear physics
keywords

Dynamical Aspects of Nuclear Fission
2002-12-13

this proceedings volume is sixth in the series of international conferences covering the fission
quasi fission fusion fission phenomena and synthesis of superheavy nuclei mainly at low or near
barrier energies both experimental and theoretical issues are covered the topics are discussed
by a group of participants and an overview of the current activities in the field is given

Dynamical Aspects of Nuclear Fission
2008

the three mile island and chernobyl nuclear incidents emphasized the need for the world wide
nuclear community to cooperate further and exchange the results of research in this field in the
most open and effective manner recognizing the roles of heat and mass transfer in all aspects of
fission product behavior in sever reactor accidents the executive committee of the international
centre for heat and mass transfer organized a seminar on fission product transport processes in
reactor accidents this book contains the eleven of the lectures and all the papers presented at
the seminar along with four invited papers that were not presented and a summary of the
closing session
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International Symposium on Fission Product Release and
Transport Under Accident Conditions
1965

contents fission fragment distributions experiment and theory fission barriers fission channels
fission valleys fragment charge distributions in low energy fission double energy double velocity
measurement of fission fragments from thermal neutron induced fission odd even neutron and
proton effects in low energy nuclear fission energy balance in mev neutron induced fission
formation of the fragment mass and energy distributions in fission of nuclei lighter than radium
a new approach to determine elemental yield charge polarisation and odd even effects in fission
fundamental fission problems dissipation and friction in nuclear fission influence of diabaticity on
fission fragment mass asymmetry space parity violation in nuclear fission

Fission Product Processes In Reactor Accidents
2020-11-26

this conference is the seventh in a series of topical meetings dealing with the nuclear fission
process mainly at low excitation energy during these meetings actual topics are discussed by a
group of experts these proceedings give an overview of the topics treated and permit a rapid
overview of the current activities in the field

Physics and Chemistry of Fission
1992

this book is focused on the basics of applying thermochronology to geological and tectonic
problems with the emphasis on fission track thermochronology it is conceived for relatively new
practitioners to thermochronology as well as scientists experienced in the various methods the
book is structured in two parts part i is devoted to the fundamentals of the fission track method
to its integration with other geochronologic methods and to the basic principles of statistics for
fission track dating and sedimentology applied to detrital thermochronology part i also includes
the historical development of the technique and thoughts on future directions part ii is devoted
to the geological interpretation of the thermochronologic record the thermal frame of reference
and the different approaches for the interpretation of fission track data within a geological
framework of both basement and detrital studies are discussed in detail separate chapters
demonstrate the application of fission track thermochronology from various perspectives e g
tectonics petrology stratigraphy hydrocarbon exploration geomorphology with other chapters on
the application to basement rocks in orogens passive continental margins and cratonic interiors
as well as various applications of detrital thermochronology
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Seminar On Fission
2010-10-11

nuclear power offers an abundant energy supply for the long term and at reasonable costs both
are badly needed in this world of limited energy reserves and rising energy prices on the other
hand there are questions widely discussed in the public on nuclear safety on acceptable means
of nuclear waste disposal and concern on the proliferation of nuclear weapon capabilities public
confu sion is widespread since facts are often overshadowed by emotions recognizing the need
for reliable factual and comprehensive information on nuclear energy this book on nuclear
fission reactors is published to present the scientific and technical facts of nuclear fission
reactors and to analyse their potential role and risks the author professor dr g kessler has
worked in nuclear research and project management since 1963 from 1975 to 1978 he acted as
project leader for the german belgian dutch fast breeder research and development activi ties
since then he has been director of the institute of neutron physics and reactor technology in the
karlsruhe nuclear research centre the book is part of the series topics in energy issued by
springer publish ers the intention of this series of in depth analyses is to present the facts
inherent problems trends and prospects of energy demand resources and tech nologies the vital
importance of energy for human activities has become apparent to the public particularly
through dramatic events in the area of oil supply

Fission-Track Thermochronology and its Application to
Geology
2018-07-14

this book constitutes the proceedings of the fourth meeting in a series of topical conferences
dealing with the process of nuclear fission mainly at low excitation energy two chapters deal
with the characteristics of one of the major fission observables i e the fission fragments the book
also gives due attention to an often neglected aspect of fission the so called ternary fission i e
fission accompanied by a charged light particle another chapter deals with fission barriers and
cross sections and the link with astrophysics special attention is also given to recent applications
such as accelerator driven systems and transmutation the last chapter discusses various
interesting aspects of nuclear fission

Nuclear Fission Reactors
2013-03-07

this is a comprehensive four part handbook that covers all aspects of non destructive evaluation
with charged particles photons and neutrons the basics of radiation are covered in part i which
includes sources modifying interaction physics detection and safety part ii discusses the
techniques of transmission scattering emission and absorption part iii presents the application of
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these techniques for probing gauging elemental analysis and imaging examples of applications
in a wide variety of industrial fields are also given these are classified by application area in a
special index part iv addresses design aspects such as choosing the proper radiation source
detector and technique addressing experimental and calculation problems and dealing with
licensing and intellectual property issues this book provides students engineers industrial
physicists and experts in the field with an inclusive source of streamlined information
researchers and instrument developers will find an extensive list of references and helpful
suggestions for tackling problems and challenges

Seminar On Fission: Pont D'oye Iv
2000-04-05

in this proceedings volume the following topics are discussed systems and design blanket and
first wall technology of fission and fusion reactors fission and fusion materials radiation damage
analysis calculation codes databases

Handbook on Radiation Probing, Gauging, Imaging and
Analysis
2003-05-31

this hands on textbook introduces physics and nuclear engineering students to the experimental
and theoretical aspects of fission physics for research and applications through worked
examples and problem sets the study of nuclear fission is currently undergoing a renaissance
recent advances in the field create the opportunity to develop more reliable models of fission
predictability and to supply measurements and data to critical applications including nuclear
energy national security and counter proliferation and medical isotope production an
introduction to nuclear fission provides foundational knowledge for the next generation of
researchers to contribute to nuclear fission physics

Materials for Advanced Energy Systems and Fission &
Fusion Engineering
2003

all papers were peer reviewed this conference was dedicated to the nuclear fission process and
recent achievements were presented the goal of this workshop was to gather the different
nuclear communities working on this process the topics included theoretical and experimental
fission studies fission data evaluations spectroscopy of fission products as well as innovative
nuclear systems and new facilities
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In-pile Effective Thermal Conductivity of Oxide Fuel
Elements to High Fission Depletions
1964

An Introduction to Nuclear Fission
2021-11-15

WASH
1958

Utilization of Fission Products
1955

Nuclear Fission and Fission-Product Spectroscopy
2005-12-02

Fission and Fusion
2005

Micro-organisms
1890

The Disappearance of Fusion-fission and the Onset of
Multifragmentation
1995
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Energy Research Abstracts
1992

The Life History, the Normal Fission and the
Reproductive Organs of Planaria Maculata
1902

A Review of Nuclear Fission
1960

Physics and Chemistry of Fission 1973
1974

The Nuclear Properties of the Heavy Elements: Fission
phenomena
1971

Nuclear Applications
1969

Final Environmental Impact Statement: Appendices
1980

Principles of Science
1966
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Gamma-radiation from Radioactive Isotopes and Fission
Products
1967

SNAP 10A Radiation Shield Analysis
1964

Modelling of Molten Core Concrete Interactions and
Fission Product Release
1988

Heritable Variations and the Results of Selection in the
Fission Rate of Stylonychia Pustulata
1915

Conference on Environmental Aspects of
Nonconventional Energy Resources, February 29-March
3, 1976, Denver, Colorado
1976
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